


A. 1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (b)

B. 1. in need 2. in the field 3. on the wall

4. in the garden 5. at the station 6. in a school

7. in the afternoon 8. on the way

C. 1. � 2. � 3. � 4. �

5. � 6. �

D. 1. Phrase 2. Phrase 3. Sentence 4. Sentence

5. Sentence 7. Sentence

E. 1. we all have fun at school

2. The slippers are under the bed.

3. we will go for a movie next week.

4. the cat is in the basket

5. He played football on the ground

6. The pen is inside the box

Activity Corner

1. Close to a park 2. to a big house

3. the view from my room 4. them in the playground

5. four Kilometres from my new house

A. 1. (a) 2. (b) 3. (b)

B. 1. The Dog 2. The Ganga 3. The Cow 4. Honey

5. Birds 6. Bhagat Singh 7. Jawaharlal Nehru

8. Kalpana chawla
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C.

Subject Predicate

1. The dogs are barking

2. plants make the air clean

3. The girl was eating an apple

4. The sun is shining in the sky

5. The orange is round in shape

6. we should respect our teachers

D. 1. (e) 2. (d) 3. (b) 4. (c)

5. (a)

Practice Corner
A. 1. rose, flower 2. Virat, batsman

3. Taj Mahal, monument 4. Pinky, girl

5. New Delhi, India 6. Mumbai, train

B. 1. We live in India. 2. Red Fort is in Delhi.

3. Taj Mahal is a monument. 4. Miss Gayatri is our teacher.

5. Chintu is playing with a toy.

6. Mohit and Ranjan chased the cat.

7. Many looked at the stars in the sky.

C. 1. Aamir Khan 2. Mr Sharma 3. Mount Everest

4. Haryana

D. 1. pair 2. flock 3. bunch 4. team

5. band

Activity Corner

Do Yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. cycles 2. lions 3. doors 4. windows
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5. men 6. friends 7. potatoes 8. boys

9. legs 10. chairs

B. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (b)

C. 1. boys 2. ladies 3. chairs 4. classes

5. cross 6. buses 7. lamps 8. matches

D. 1. selves 2. halves 3. puppies 4. galleries

5. daisies 6. knives 7. lives 8. enemies

9. scarves 10. thieves 11. libraries 12. valleys

13. shelves 14. sky

E. 1. The women have a goat that is strong.

2. The farmer’s dogs are resting under the tree.

3. The child chased the rats.

F. 1. Spacecrafts 2. aircrafts 3. reindeers 4. sheep

5. deer 6. geese

G. stars milk sugar juice

petrol food rain cold

air water oil honey

Activity Corner

Do yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. tigress—feminine 2. headmaster—masculine

3. heroine—feminine 4. sir—masculine

5. ladies—feminine 6. Peahen—feminine

B. 1. (a) 2. (c) 3. (c) 4. (a)

C. 1. niece 2. mayoress 3. bitch 4. lioness

5. poetess 6. cow 7. girl 8. mare

D. 1. waiter 2. hunter 3. son 4. hero

5. heir 6. master 7. bridegroom 8. grand father

E. 1. masculine 2. masculine 3. feminine 4. neutor

5. masculine 6. masculine 7. masculine 8. feminine

F. 1. The lioness killed the daughter of the farmer.
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2. The queen gave the girl a prize.

3. The mother loved her eldest daughter very much.

4. The empress punished the poor woman.

5. The widow was the wife of a hero.

6. His mother came to see the authoress.

Activity Corner

Masculine Gender Neutor Gender

1. Hen book

2. boy purse

3. bull hut

4. peacock bat

5. dog watch

A. 1. cheesy 2. big 3. sharp 4. younger

5. sweet 6. wet

B. 1. six 2. old 3. in front of 4. two

5. black, little, furry 6. little 7. some

8. hard-working 9. delicious 10. broken

C. 1. The jug had some juice.

2. Little Sofia cleaned her stud.

3. Hard-working Sumit won the competition.

4. The baker baked crunchy cookies.

5. Rony went to the store to buy some eggs.

D. 1. richest 2. more fresh 3. clodest 4. lower

5. fastest

E. 1. There are twelve months in a year.

2. These mangoes are very sweet. 3. Elephant is a large animal.

4. The girl is very beautiful. 5. Mummy cooks yummy food.

6. He is suffering from too much pain.

Activity Corner
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Do Yourself

A. 1. (d) 2. (d)

She is writing a poem. They got a new guitar.

3. (a) 4. (c)

He is going to the party. We are artists.

B. 1. He will sing a duet with her.

2. She has a beautiful voice, too.

3. It will begin in ten minutes.

4. We will be sitting in the front row.

5. Their performance will be exciting.

6. She was planting trees in the garden.

7. He saw a dog in the street.

8. They were plucking flower in the garden.

9. She was watering the garden.

10. She fell down in a rabbit hole.

C. 1. I 2. me 3. I 4. I

5. me

D. 1. he 2. we 3. it 4. them

5. she 6. we

E. 1. Did you see their puppy? 2. This is our car.

3. Look at its wings. 4. I am going to her house.

5. His father is ill. 6. This is Amar’s bag.

F. 1. Mr. Biswas gave the kitten to her.

Mr. Biswas gave the kitten to Archana.

2. Hamid decided to paint them red and yellow.

Hamid decided to paint the flowers red and yellow.

3. Dr Murshy asked him to stick out his tongue.

Dr Murshy asked Rajat to stick out his tongue.

4. The class liked their song and clapped for them.

The class liked Shanu’s and Navika’s song and clapped for them.

5. The magician said, ‘‘Abracadabra,’’ and pulled it from the hat.

The magician said, ‘‘Abracadabra,’’ and pulled the rabbit from
the hat.
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G. 1. ours 2. his 3. his 4. mine

5. his 6. their

Activity Corner

Do yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. a 2. An 3. an 4. a

5. an 6. a 7. an 8. the

9. The 10. The 11. an 12. the

B. 1. an 2. an 3. The 4. the

5. a, a 6. a 7. an 8. the

9. the 10. an 11. a 12. An

13. an 14. the 15. the

C. 1. a 2. an 3. an 4. a

5. an 6. a 7. an 8. a

9. a 10. a 11. a 12. a

13. a 14. a 15. the 16. the

17. a 18. an 19. an 20. an

Activity Corner

B. a, a,

a, the, the, the, the, an

Practice Corner
A. 1. (a) 2. (b) 3. (b) 4. (b)

5. (b) 6. (a)

B. 1. barked 2. sat 3. painted 4. played

5. stood 6. wrote 7. crawled 8. jumped

9. ran 10. went

C. 1. has 2. had 3. has 4. are
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5. is 6. am 7. was 8. were

D. 1. did 2. will 3. has 4. have

5. should 6. had 7. could 8. will

9. would

Activity Corner

Do yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (b) 4. (a)

5. (b)

B. 1. May 2. May 3. can 4. can

5. can 6. May 7. may 8. can

9. can 10. can

C. 1. will 2. must 3. will 4. should

5. will 6. must 7. should 8. would

9. must 10. will

D. 1. shouldn’t 2. shouldn’t 3. needn’t 4. needn’t

5. shouldn’t

Activity Corner

A. May Can Can, Can Can

Can

B. Do yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. The boy is slow. He walks slowly.

2. The painter is awful. He paints awfully.

3. Our teacher is angry. He shouts angrily.

4. This exercise is easy. You can do it easily.

5. The girls’s voice is loud. She shouts loudly.

6. Riya is a good singer. She sings awfully.
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7. His English is perfect. He speaks English fluently.

8. She is a quiet girl. She does her work quietly.

9. The children are happy. They are playing happy.

10. She is a wonderful guitar player. She plays the guitar wonderfully.

B. 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (c) 4. (a)

5. (b)

C. 1. quickly 2. beautifully 3. finally 4. carelessly

5. rudely 6. excitedly

D. 1. quietly 2. angrily 3. carefully 4. easily

5. honestly

Activity Corner

1. badly 2. roughly 3. quickly 4. neatly

5. smartly 6. silently 7. certainly 8. nearly

9. bravely 10. softly

Practice Corner
A. 1. Present continuous tense 2. Future tense

3. Present continuous tense 4. Future tense

5. Simple past tense 6. Simple past tense

B. 1. drank 2. wrote 3. held 4. drew

5. threw 6. fell 7. fell 8. took

9. began 10. did 11. ate 12. played

C. 1. called 2. cleaned 3. amused 4. wandered

5. cooked 6. hurried 7. danced 8. hoped

9. carried 10. plucked

D. 1. Sushmita paints a picture.

2. Priya was talking over the telephone.

3. Neeraj will work at a restaurant.

4. Naina went to the cinema hall.

5. Suman will play a game on the computer.

6. Rohan will participate in the dance competition.

7. The frog is jumping out of the water.
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E. 1. The boy is sleeping.

2. The man is watering the plants.

F. 1. The man will drive the car.

2. The boy will go to the school.

G. 1. The woman was washing the utensils.

2. The girl was dancing.

Activity Corner

A. Do yourself

B. Do Yourself

A. 1. The boy is jumping into the pool.

2. The vegetables are kept in the basket.

3. The rabbit is near the tunnel.

4. The old man is walking with a stick in his hand.

5. The bird is in the nest.

6. The chairs are beside the table.

B. 1. in 2. on 3. under 4. beside

5. over 6. behind 7. before 8. near

9. without

C. 1. in 2. on 3. in 4. to

5. to 6. to 7. into 8. in

9. to 10. to

Activity Corner

Do Yourself

Practice Corner
A. 1. or 2. but 3. and 4. if

5. until 6. both 7. because 8. as

B. 1. as 2. and 3. until 4. or

5. because

C. 1. if 2. because 3. and 4. as

5. Since

C. 1. My pet is a dog and it is black in colour.
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2. It has sharp teeth but it doesn’t bite.

3. It is very cute so all of us love playing with him.

4. It barks if any stranger enters the house.

5. We cannot live without him because he has become a member
of our family.

E. 1. I am sad as I failed in the exam.

2. Tea is hot but ice-cream is cold.

3. Anu has a pen and a pencil.

4. Mukesh is intelligent and careless.

5. The rabbit is small but the lion is big.

6. Stop at the zebra crossing or you will be fined.

7. He is working hard as his examination begins tomorrow.

F. 1. Ritu has a red dress and white shoes.

2. I want to study but I am feeling sleepy.

3. I started crying because mom scolded me.

4. I am not feeling well so I am taking rest.

5. First I study then I play.

6. People in Delhi are having breathing problems because of
pollution.

Activity Corner

1. I looked beneath my bed but I could not find my shoes.

2. I had thirty rupees so I bought a pencil box.

3. I selected the design and colour.

4. I could spell all the words but I could not define them.

5. I love basketball and football.

6. I watched my program but I could not get information on my
favorite player.

Practice Corner
A. 1. My goodness! 2. Hello! 3. Oh! 4. Forgood sake!

5. Wow! 6. Alas! 7. Wow! 8.Hurrah!

B. 1. Wow! What a beautiful scene! 2. Alas! she is dead.

3. Hush! You dirty boys. 4. Really! I love my kids.

5. Oh God! Please save me.

6. Wonderful! I love the decoration.
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C. 1. Oh dear! You are very lazy. 2. How big these sharks are!

3. How beautiful the dress is! 4. Hurrah! I have stood first.

5. Oh dear! I want you to be fast

6. Alas! Your grandfather is dead.

7. Good heavens! It was terrible. Would you believe it?

Activity Corner

Hello! Oh dear! well

Wow!, beautiful Thank you

for exam? It is really good

College life It is great!

Keep it up! Thanks

Practice Corner
1. insects 2. kids 3. damp 4. finished
5. enjoy 6. start 7. giant 8. stone
9. silly 10. perhaps 11. quickly 12. chuckle

B. 1. vertical 2. day 3. soft 4. cheap
5. well fed 6. appear 7. more 8. expand
9. sad 10. forward 11. narrow 12. above

13. thin 14. wrong 15. black 16. weak

C. 1. (a) 2. (a) 3. (a) 4. (a)
5. (b) 6. (b) 7. (a) 8. (a)
9. (a) 10. (a)

D. 1. The fireworks were spectacular. 2. I love to draw.
3. Do you have a library card? 4. My favorite subject is English.
5. When is your birthday?
6. I love pizza, burger, pasta and marcroni very much.
7. I am studying in a convent school.
8. One example will explain what I mean.
9. Do you like to read comics?

10. There are tomatoes, chillies and lemons in the basket.
11. What are the odds of winning the lottery?
12. What is your favourite season of the year?
13. My bus stop is at the next corner.
14. Where are you going with your cousin?
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15. Fifty percent of the pupils in my class wear glasses.
16. How beautiful you are?
17. Oh! I am sorry.
18. I was so happy.

E.

F. Once upon a time there was king who had three sons. He was so
vain that he considered every type of work disgraceful. For a man of
high rank and idleness was the true mark of noble breeding for him.

Activity corner

Across

1. FAMOUS 2. WRIST 3. CASTLE 4. STEADY

5. MODERN

Down

6. AUTHOR 7. PALM 8. ESCAPE 9. REPEAT

1. Our Earth

A. 1. The Sun and its planets are known as the Solar System.
2. The cluster of planets and stars is called the galaxy.
3. The path that the Earth takes around the Sun is called an orbit.
4. The Sun is a star. It is made up on layers of burning gases

around a dense core.

B. 1. (c) 2. (c) 3. (b) 4. (c)

5. (b)
2. Tigers

A. 1. A typical male Siberian tiger may weigh up to 500 Pounds. It may
also measure more than three yards from nose to tip of the tail.

2. The tiger’s gold colouring with black stripes allows it to hide.
3. Tigers have been known to eat crocodiles, fish, birds reptiles and

even predators like leopards and bears. However their favourite
food is animal’s meat, such as deer and wild pigs.

4. Humans are the biggest threat to the tiger population of this
world.
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B. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (a) 4. (a)

3. Ocean

A. 1. F 2. T 3. F 4. T

5. T

B. 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (b) 4. (c)

4. The Red Fort

A. 1. Shahjahanabad

2. Since the fort was built of red sandstone, it came to be known
as Red Fort.

3. The two chambers of the Red fort are the Diwan-i- Aam and
diwan-i-khaas.

4. Aurangzeb was Shah Jahan’s son. He built Moti Masjid (the
Pearl Mosque) inside the Red Fort.

B. 1. (b) 2. (c) 3. (c) 4. (c)

Practice Corner
1. My Mother

My Mother is very important person in my life. She is beautiful and
kind. She gets up early morning and completes all the household work.
She prepares my lunch for school. She makes tasty food for us.She also
takes me for outings on holidays. She helps me in my studies. She
always stands by me in difficult times. Whenever I am sick she is the one
who spend sleepless nights to take care of me. No person in this world
can replace my mom.

2. My Favourite Story Books

I love reading good books. I have maintained a small library in my study
room. I never feel bored in the company of books as they are my best
friends. Recently, I read the epic Ramayana in English, written by
Valmiki. This book has become one of my best books. It represents the
life of Lord Rama. By reading the book I learnt the sufferings he under
went to uphold his principles. I also learnt the principles of brotherhood
in Lakshmana and Bharata.

I feel like reading the book again and again.If refreshes my mind and
gives me inspiration every time I read it.
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3. A Scene at the Railway Station

A railway station is a place of hustie and bustie as traveling by trains is
very cheap and comfortable.

Last sunday, I went to New Delhi railway station to see off my sister.
She was going to Mumbai. The waiting hall was crowded. All were in a
hurry. A passenger’s pocket was picked and the pick pocketer was
caught red-handed. The people handed him over to the police. I took
the ticket and came off, then we reached the platform. The scene there
was very interesting. The coolies were sitting in a line. The vendors
were busy. Some people were sitting on the benches and others were
moving up and down the plat form. My sister got a seat near the
window. Soon it was the time for train to depart. All started waving
there and the station was a deserted place.

4. The Game You Like the Most

I am very fond of games and sports, but the game I like most is cricket.
Cricket first originated in England and then it spread to the other
countries of the world. There are two kinds of cricket matches. There
are ‘‘test match’’ and one ‘‘day match’’. There are eleven players in each
team.’’

The team which wins the toss decides who will bat first. The team that
makes the maximum number of runs is declared as the winner. I
practice a lot and try to improve my game so that I can play for my
country some day.

One upon a time a tortoise named Kambugriva lived in a lake. He had
two swans as his best friends. All three lived on the banks of the lake.
They enjoyed each other’s company. One year there was no rain and the
water of the lake started to dry. the swans were worried for the tortoise.
One of the swans said, ‘‘How will you survive in this lake? All the water
will dry up very soon’’. The tortoise told his friends to search for another
lake for him which was full of water. The tortoise said, ‘‘Once you find
another lake, you can carry me to the lake with the help of a stick. I will
hold the stick with my mouth where as both of you can hold the stick at
the either ends and fly’’.
The swans flew of distant lands and at last they found a lake which had
plenty of water in it. They returned to the tortoise with a stick and
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asked him to hold the stick in his mouth so that they could carry him
away from that place. They warned the tortoise not to speak or he will
fall off. Finally they started flying. On the way they happened to pass a
village. The people of the village shouted. ‘‘Look the swans are carrying
the tortoise. Hearing this the tortoise opened his mouth to reply. He
went down the same moment he opened his mouth. The swans could
not do anything. They fell bad for the tortoise.
Moral: Always listen to the advice of others.

Practice Corner
A. 25, Anand Vihar

Delhi-110028

20th August, 20XX

The Principal

DAV Public School

Delhi

Subject : Request for changing class section.

Sir

I Rajiv Arora of class 3A of your school request you to change my

section as in my class there is a group of three boys who bully

me. I cannot concentrate on my studies. Sir please help me out.

Yours Obediently

Rajiv Arora

Class-II

Section-A

B. 2/69, G.T.B. Nagar

Sion

Mumbai-400037

16th April, 20XX

Dear Megha

I am quite well and hope the same with you. It has been a long

time that we have met.
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My birthday is on 20th April and I am planning to call over friends

to my birthday party. We all can meet and have lots of fun. You

have to come and join us.

With regards to uncle and aunt and love to Sonu.

Your Friend

Shruti

Model Test Paper-1
A. 1. � 2. � 3. � 4. �

5. �

B. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (a)

C. 1. We live in India. 2. Red Fort is in Delhi.

3. Taj Mahal is a monument. 4. Miss Gayatri is our teacher.

5. Chintu is playing with a toy.

D. 1. boys 2. ladies 3. chairs 4. classes

5. cross 6. buses 7. lamps 8. Matches

E. 1. The tigress was very hungry. F

2. The headmaster has not come to day. M

3. The heroine acted beautifully. F

4. Thank you so much, Sir. M

5. Two ladies went to meet him. F

F. 1. Six 2. old 3. in front of 4. two

5. black, little, furry

G. 1. They will sing a duet.

2. She has a beautiful voice, too.

3. It will begin in ten minutes.

4. We will be sitting in the front row.

5. Their performance will be exciting.

6. She was planting trees in the garden.
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Model Test Paper-2
A. 1. has 2. had 3. has 4. are

5. was

B. 1. can 2. may 3. can 4. can

5. can

C. 1. quietly 2. angrily 3. carefully 4. easily

D. 1. Sushmita paints a picture.

2. Priya was talking over the telephone.

3. Neeraj will work at a restaurant.

4. Naina was going to the cinema hall.

5. Suman will play a game on the computer.

E. 1. The man is diving into the pool.

2. The vegetables are in the basket.

F. 1. or 2. but 3. and 4. if

5. until

G. 1. Really! 2. Hello! 3. Oh!

4. For goodness sake!5. Wow! What a lovely flower!

H. 1. weak 2. sad 3. soft 4. cheap

5. full 6. appear

Model Test Paper-3
A. 1. in need 2. in the field 3. on the wall

4. in the garden 5. at the station

B. Aamir Khan Mr Sharma Mount Everest Haryana

C. 1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (a)

D. 1. ours 2. his 3. his 4. mine

5. his

E. 1. (b) 2. (a) 3. (a)

F. 1. The Sun and its planets are known as the solar system.

2. Our solar system is a part of a cluster of millions of stars and
planets. This cluster of planets and stars is called the galaxy

3. The path that the Earth takes around the Sun is called an orbit.

4. The Sun is a star. It is made up on layers of burning gas around
a dense core.
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